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As Chair of the Causeway Coast and Glens Borough Council
Peace IV Partnership, it gives me great pleasure to introduce you
to this “legacy piece”.
“Understanding Our Area” has epitomised “Building Positive
Relations” in terms of the work and resources that have been
produced, the workshops which have been participated in, the
Heritage Audit that has been unveiled and the Community Forum
which has emerged as an important feature of a harmonious
community voice with a passion for local history and heritage.
This booklet concludes and summarises “Understanding Our
Area” in full, not only highlighting its key aims and objectives but
also providing an index to the treasure trove of local resources,
not to mention the Digital Platform which will continue to be
used and fascinate for decades to come, both of which were
produced as a result of the Peace IV funding.
This resource not only provides a definitive inventory of what
was achieved over the course of the two Year Programme, it
demonstrates the depth, breadth and variety of stories, offerings,
artefacts and places on our doorstep. It reinforces how beautiful
creations can take place when lots of unrelated and individual
people and groups come together and willingly work towards a
common goal of sharing.

We cannot underestimate the power of co-operation and mutual
respect; when those elements exist, wonderful things happen.
Whilst the participants and beneficiaries have been a vital
mechanic of the programme, it would be remiss of me not to
mention the huge amount of work and dedication afforded
by Council’s Museum Services who helped bring the entire
programme to life, and worked tirelessly with the groups and
individuals, ensuring the quality that we are now presented with.
I would encourage anyone with additional interest or questions
about this resource or additional information about the
“Understanding Our Area” programme to contact Museum
Services directly.
Moreover we are hugely grateful that this project was supported
by the European Union’s PEACE IV Programme, managed by the
Special EU Programmes Body (SEUPB).
Thank-you,
Cllr Orla Beattie
Chair – Peace IV Partnership – Causeway Coast and Glens
Borough Council
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Introduction
Peace IV Understanding Our Area programmme,
delivered by Museum Services under the Peace
IV Local Area Action Plan, arose from community
consultation at the end of Peace III. Local groups
expressed a desire to work with Museum Services
to share histories of their local area with others,
including tourists.
The programme was designed so that Museum
Services would facilitate groups to achieve their
project goals. Museum Services would never have
the resources to do it all for them, nor would we
wish to. Local communities know their local history
in a way no external ‘expert’ can, and the projects
were designed to develop skills to carry forward into
new projects should the groups wish. What Museum
Services could do was offer skills and resources to
assist with learning at a local level. Peace IV provided
the funding.

"Discovered new history that was
literally on our doorstep"
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Composite of group project
graphic representations created
during evaluation session.

Introduction

"It's important that you start out with a blank
canvas and without preconceived ideas"
Using staff expertise alongside external consultants, groups from across the Causeway
area gained heritage skills and developed publications, tours, displays and carried out
archaeological investigations, as well as contributing, through their work, to the regional
programme for Decade of Centenaries. The scale of voluntary effort by all these groups
cannot be underestimated nor their outstanding commitment to sharing their local
history. Crucially a network of contacts crystallised into the Community Forum which
groups and Museum Services are keen to continue with.
During the project there were challenges to overcome, and towards the end of the
project; COVID-19 presented us with the biggest challenge of all. Lockdown prevented
a number of launches and finale events from occurring. However, the results are
outstanding and throughout this publication you can share the progression and the
achievements as well as get an insight into the lessons learnt by groups and Museum
Services.
All of the projects and all of the outputs resulting from this wide-reaching programme
are available on www.niarchive.org
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"The larger project
brought people
together."

“Our project
surpassed our
expectations in
a good way.”
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“Learned about the diversity of our landscape and people”

“Learned about the diversity of our landscape and people”

Understanding Our Area programme launch with RNIB Coleraine, October 2017.
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“Learned about the diversity of our landscape and people”

PEACE IV Understanding Our Area
Programme Objectives
The Understanding Our Area programme set out to increase the
understanding and expression of our culture and history, our
people and places, through museum collections, historic sites
and cultural heritage using interpretation, arts and multimedia to
create a peace building legacy.
By engaging with communities and working with them to better
understand their own and others’ culture, history, community and
place history, there would also be a legacy of increased capacity
within groups to deliver future heritage-based projects.
z Increase awareness amongst local communities about their
own heritage and cultural identity.
z Aim to dispel myths, break down barriers, and address preconceptions that people have about their area’s history.
z Encourage joint working between groups and communities
across the area.
z Develop a peace building legacy product for local people and
tourists showcasing the range of successful interpretative
projects that have developed as result of peace building.
z Engage with a wide range of historical groups, cultural
groups, schools, faith organisations, older people’s groups,
ex-prisoner groups, victims’ groups, ex-service personnel
groups, youth groups amongst others.
z Contribute towards the way in which museums interact with
communities.

“We have an increased
knowledge of our heritage that
we never expected.”
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“Learned about the diversity of our landscape and people”

The programme would also allow for new relationships to be established across the
borough and the development of cultural tourism products to provide a tangible way to
positively promote the diverse cultural identities of the participating communities.
Between 2017 and 2020, Causeway Coast and Glens Borough Council Museum
Services supported a range of community-led projects, along with events, showcases
and resources, including exhibitions and booklets, exploring the history of the
Causeway area.
Under the agreed programme Museum Services were to develop and deliver
programmes to mark key events in the Decade of Centenaries.
As the project was drawing to a close the COVID-19 pandemic and the ensuing
lockdown impacted on groups who had not completed their project. Due to the
restrictions in place several groups were unable to hold their project showcase events.
The showcase exhibition celebrating the achievements of the groups, planned to open
in Roe Valley Arts & Cultural Centre in Limavady, was cancelled due to the venue being
closed as a result of the pandemic.
The final phase of the programme was the creation of a digital platform including an
audit of existing community heritage resources.
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“Learned about the diversity of our landscape and people”

Group Recruitment & Application Process
The recruitment of groups began through a series of PEACE IV taster events which were
held across the borough. The Understanding Our Area programme was launched at an
event with RNIB in Coleraine. Further recruitment continued with groups, explaining the
UOA programme and application process followed.
Expressions of interest were submitted by groups. These were assessed by a panel, with
groups scoring over 65% accepted onto the programme.
A closing date had been set for 31 March 2018, however, due to the high level of interest
groups were contacted in early January 2018 advising them to submit expressions of
interest as soon as possible due to anticipated over-subscription.
Available resources were allocated earlier than expected, leading to mechanisms being
put in place to enable groups who did not secure a resource allocation to engage with
the programme in other ways.
These groups were provided with support by Museum Services by being able to avail of
training being offered, the loan of equipment and advice to support project development.

Early Group Engagement Process
The Peace IV Understanding Our Area Officer met all successful groups individually to
review the outcomes of the proposed project and implement a project plan for delivery
within the available timeframe and budget.
Skills gaps were identified, and training put in place to address this and enable the
group to successfully deliver their project.
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Understanding Our
Area Group Projects
“Learned a lot from other groups taking part
in the overall project”

Accessible Heritage - Glenshane Care Association

Accessible Heritage Glenshane Care Association
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Accessible Heritage - Glenshane Care Association

This project, designed by Glenshane Care Association, who manage a day centre for
adults with physical and/or learning disabilities, enabled members to learn about local
heritage and history while gathering information relating to the accessibility of the sites
they visited.

Dunluce Castle visit, September 2018.
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Mussenden Temple visit, August 2018.

Accessible Heritage - Glenshane Care Association

Dungiven Priory visit, August 2018.

Bonamargy Friary visit facilitated by Fionntán
McCarry, Carey Historical Society, July 2018.

Their findings were brought together with those of the Accessible Heritage – RNIB
Coleraine project in an Accessible Heritage Guide. The findings of both groups were
also used to produce an accessibility report for the managers of heritage sites. In
addition to outlining their experiences, the report also included suggestions of how
accessibility might be improved.
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Accessible Heritage - Glenshane Care Association

Green Lane Museum visit, July 2018.

Downhill Demense visit, August 2018.
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“For the duration of the project, our Members
engaged with a wide variety of heritage
groups and individuals across the Council
Borough. We aim to capitalise on the legacy of
this experience through further engagement
with the groups and individuals that we have
been fortunate enough to meet and work with
during this project, and also to continue to
work closely with Causeway Coast and Glens
Borough Council Museum Services Team to
ensure that heritage is accessible for everyone,
both within the Borough and beyond.”

Accessible Heritage - RNIB Coleraine

Accessible Heritage - RNIB Coleraine
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Accessible Heritage - RNIB Coleraine

This Accessible Heritage project was a regional programme led by Museum Services
in partnership with RNIB Coleraine. It was designed to allow people with visual
impairment to gain hands-on access to different aspects of the Borough’s past and
highlight how they experience history in these places.
After visiting more than 20 heritage sites across the borough, the RNIB Coleraine
group worked in partnership with Glenshane Care Association to produce an
Accessible Heritage Guide which is aimed at increasing accessibility to the heritage of
the Causeway Coast and Glens area and allowing people with additional needs and
young families to make informed decisions about their visits. The group’s findings also
contributed to the accessibility report for heritage site managers produced together
with Glenshane Care Association.

Causeway Coast and Glens
Accessible Heritage Guide

A project supported by the European Union’s PEACE IV Programme,
managed by the Special EU Programmes Body (SEUPB)

Accessible Heritage Guide launch with Glenshane Care Association at RVACC, July 2019.
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Martello Tower visit, August 2018.

Accessible Heritage - RNIB Coleraine

Pottery and basketry workshops, February 2020.

Mounsandel visit, March 2018.
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Accessible Heritage - RNIB Coleraine

Old Bushmills Distillery visit, December 2017.

Ballycastle Museum visit, May 2019.
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Dunluce Castle visit, June 2018.

Antrim Gardens
Discovery
Project
- Portrush
Heritage
Group Group
Antrim
Gardens
Discovery
Project
- Portrush
Heritage

Antrim Gardens Discovery Project
- Portrush Heritage Group
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Antrim Gardens Discovery Project - Portrush Heritage Group

Portrush Heritage Group commissioned the Centre for Archaeological Fieldwork at Queen’s University to conduct a geophysical
survey of Antrim Gardens, Portrush. The results have been used to build on the findings of the 2005 excavation to show the heritage
of the site, its contribution in the history of Portrush and links to the wider area.

Geophysical survey of Antrim Gardens by QUB Centre for Archaeological Fieldwork, May 2018.
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PORT OF THE
PROMONTORY

THE FORT OF
PORTRUSH

MARITIME
TRADITION

MARITIME
TRADE

Close up image taken from the 1580 map of the North Coast of Antrim.
Courtesy of Causeway Coast & Glens Borough Council.

Excavation at Antrim Gardens in 2005 by Northern Archaeological Consultancy showing
archaeological deposits. Courtesy of Northern Archaeological Consultancy.

Portrush, historically, had many different names
such as Portros, Portrossce and Portrosse. The name
Portrush comes from Port Rois [port rush] ‘port
of the promontory’. The headland that looks out
across the Atlantic Ocean is called Ramore, which
is derived from ‘Rathmore’, meaning Great Fort.
During Medieval times Portrush was an important
landing place. In 1306 a church is listed in the
Papal Taxation Record as Eccia de Portrossce.
Archaeological excavations in Antrim Gardens in
2005 produced evidence of a substantial settlement
dating to the 13th and 14th centuries. The
archaeologists uncovered many different features
including foundations and a well. Indications
that Portrush was thriving at this time included
the many pieces of pottery uncovered, including
pottery that was imported from Bristol and France.
The Antrim Gardens (Portrush) excavations
produced a sherd of Roman Samian pottery,
dating to the 1st or 2nd century AD. During
the Medieval period sherds of Samian pottery
were probably brought here as ‘holy’ relics.

Colourised reproduction of the 1580 map of the peninsula of Portrush.

Detail taken from a later
reproduction copy of the 1580
Calendar State Paper Map
showing the outer wall of the fort
located overlooking the harbour.
Courtesy of Causeway Coast
and Glens Borough Council.

The shoreline along the North Coast retains many castles that were dotted along
an important maritime route. Portrush has been an important landing place since
Anglo-Norman times and continued to be used by trading and fishing vessels in
the following centuries. “Porto Rosso” is named on a Portolan map created in
Venice in 1468 which helped to guide merchant ships around our rocky coast.
The 16th century map of Portrush depicts an enclosed
area on top of a hill overlooking a natural harbour
on the west side of the promontory. This hill was
known as Crannagh Hill. The earliest written evidence
for the fort of Portrush comes from the Lord Deputy
Perrot, writing from Dunluce in 1584: “I have taken
Dunferte, the ward being fled; likewise another pyle
by Portrush”. Dunferte is now called Ballyreagh
and lies to the south-west of Ramore headland.
Detail showing the fort
of Portrush with outer
wall and entrance.

The fragment of Samian Ware
recovered from the excavation
at Antrim Gardens. Roman
tableware pottery dating
from the 1st to 3rd Century
AD. Courtesy of Northern
Archaeological Consultancy.

Antrim Gardens Discovery Project

Colourised reproduction of the 1580 map of the North Coast of Antrim from the
Calendar State Papers. Courtesy of Causeway Coast & Glens Borough Council.

The North Coast has witnessed many
visiting seafarers. A great number of
Viking hoards have been found on
the Antrim coast. In 1813, a Viking
burial was uncovered in Ballywillan
townland, on the outskirts of Portrush.

In 1606, Sir Thomas Phillips writes in a
letter to Lord Salisbury “under the fort itself
there might be made a good harbour”.

The natural harbour was adapted for use and the footprint of it can still be
seen today in the area known as the Old Dock. It is a fine surviving element
of the earlier harbour and today it is protected as a scheduled area.
In the 19th century the harbour was extended and developed to accommodate
larger maritime vessels and Crannagh Hill was quarried out to supply the stone
needed for the new harbour. With the salmon trade in the 19th century large fleets
of smacks called into Portrush to restock for ice to maintain their precious cargo.

A newspaper article records the finding
of a clinker-built boat “in a mound
c.40ft in diameter, composed of stones
and clay...about 15 perches from the
shore of the bog...it is over 6 or 8 feet
in height”. Finds from the mound
and boat included bones and silver
coins. The boat had no nails and was
put together with pegs of wood. The
Ordnance Survey Memoirs also record the
keel of a ship found in Ballywillan bog.

The excavations in Antrim Gardens
uncovered many different artefacts
associated with fishing, such as iron
hooks and net weights. During the 14th
century records show that Portrush
did a healthy trade in fish with the
Isles and with western Scotland.

Detail from the 1580 map of the peninsula
of Portrush. The ship has sail and oar
capability. Gun ports are also visible. Flying
the Cross of St. George flag. Courtesy of
Causeway Coast & Glens Borough Council.

The 16th century map depicts the
north coast in detail along with the
Scottish coast and Isles. Sir Thomas
Phillips remarked that the fishing
was good at Portrush and that this
was known to Breton fishermen who
came to fish for dogfish and rays. The
fish was then preserved and salted
for exported as far away as Spain.

Viking Influence

The map depicts sea going vessels in
fantastic detail. Look closely and you
can see sailors standing on deck.

The Drontheim boat was
the traditional wooden
boat for the north and west
coastal areas of Ireland and
Scotland. It is a double ended
clinker built boat whose
origin stretch back in time
to the Viking influence.

In 1630, a salmon fishing station
is recorded at Portrush which was
part of a thriving network of salmon
fisheries along the north coast. The
salmon trade continued into the
19th century with many ships calling
into Portrush to restock for ice.

Boat building was part of the
town’s history. The James Kelly
boatyard in Portrush produced
many fine examples of the
Drontheim. Other well-known
Portrush boat builders include
master boat builders John
Hopkins and William Gregg.

Iron fishing hook recovered during the 2005
excavation at Antrim Gardens. Courtesy of
Causeway Coast & Glens Borough Council.

Fish bones uncovered during the excavation
at Antrim Gardens. Courtesy of Causeway
Coast & Glens Borough Council.

A large fleet of smacks carried salmon from Ballina and Ballyshannon
finally ending up in Liverpool. There was a five pound prize for the first
vessel to reach Liverpool which was generally won by a smack called
the Benbulbin Hawk, which was manned by a Portrush crew.

Traditional Drontheim under sail off the North Coast of Antrim.
Image courtesy of Robin Ruddock, Drontheim and Yawl Society.

With the arrival of steam passenger ships, Portrush was crowned as
the Queen of Watering Places, with day trippers and seasonal workers
lining the quay as they travelled back and forth across the water.

The Portrush Heritage Group Peace IV Project is inspired by the geophysical
survey that was undertaken by the Centre for Archaeological Fieldwork,
Queen’s University in 2018 as part of the Peace IV programme.

Antrim Gardens Discovery Project

Antrim Gardens Discovery Project

Antrim Gardens Discovery Project

A project supported by the European Union’s PEACE IV Programme,
managed by the Special EU Programmes Body (SEUPB).

A project supported by the European Union’s PEACE IV Programme,
managed by the Special EU Programmes Body (SEUPB).

A project supported by the European Union’s PEACE IV Programme,
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A project supported by the European Union’s PEACE IV Programme,
managed by the Special EU Programmes Body (SEUPB).

Four interpretative panels were produced to use at a range of community events and a handling box was developed to assist with
interpretation of the history of the site. Four local primary schools were given young archaeologist packs.

Schools Day at Antrim Gardens, June 2019.
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Antrim Gardens Discovery Project - Portrush Heritage Group

Discovering Ballylough
- Ballylough
Living Living
HistoryHistory
Trust
Discovering
Ballylough
- Ballylough
Trust

Discovering Ballylough
- Ballylough Living History Trust
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Our Ballylough
Research Journey
Finding out about our heritage

DNA workshop at Ballylough House, February 2019.

Ballylough Living History Trust co-ordinated a training programme exploring aspects of
local history, archaeology, family history and built heritage. It covered various elements
from genealogy and archiving practices, to archaeology and arts-based interpretation,
in order to build capacity within the local community. As part of their project the group
explored the genetic ancestry of the area through DNA testing. They also produced a
book, Our Ballylough Research Journey, detailing their journey through the project. A
set of panels drawn from the book will be installed on site.
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St Columb’s Rill, Ballylough.

“…whilst we found the processes challenging at times, the fundamental
aim of the project to get people together to share stories, discover
family history and artefacts was incredibly rewarding…”

Discovering Ballylough - Ballylough Living History Trust

“Connecting to the people in the area has been the single most
enjoyable part of the project.”

Interpretative panels produced as part of Discovering Ballylough.
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Discover Mountsandel - Mountsandel Discovery & Heritage Group

Mountsandel Discovery & Heritage Group have produced an
illustrated book, The Salmon People, inspired by what life may
have been like at the Mesolithic Mountsandel site.
They also produced exhibition panels for use at community
events to raise awareness and understanding of this significant
prehistoric site. As part of their project the group worked with
students at Northern Regional College to produce a short
promotional film.

The Salmon People book launch, August 2019.
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Discover Mountsandel - Mountsandel Discovery & Heritage Group

Interpretative panels produced by Mountsandel Discovery and Heritage Group for use at community events.
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Discover Mountsandel - Mountsandel Discovery & Heritage Group

Rachael Garrett and Thomas McErlean receiving Tour Guiding certificates from Patricia Crossley,
vice-chair of CCGBC Peace IV Partnership, August 2019.

“The tangible legacy of our year in Peace IV UOA is enhanced public
awareness of Mountsandel, an illustrated book, a video made by NRC
students, tour guides in our group, display boards and pull ups for
use at events, voice recordings of an historian, however the lasting
memory will be the fun of working with 20 other diverse groups under
the tireless commitment of the Causeway Museum Services Team.”
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Discover Dungiven - Glór Dhún Geimhin

Discover Dungiven
- Glór Dhún Geimhin
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Discover Dungiven - Glór Dhún Geimhin

Glór Dhún Geimhin developed a heritage trail in Dungiven, accompanied by a brochure giving details on
the sites.
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Discover Dungiven - Glór Dhún Geimhin

Above: Dungiven Priory Church song.
Top Right: Cooey-Na-Gall’s tomb, Dungiven Priory Church.
Bottom Right: Dungiven Castle.
Images courtesy of the Sam Henry Collection, Coleraine Museum.
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Discover Dungiven - Glór Dhún Geimhin

Interior of Dungiven Priory Church.

As part of their project they also
developed the script and media content
for a future audio-visual presentation
which will allow the stories of the sites
on the heritage trail to be shared with a
wider audience.
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Heritage trail pilot walk, June 2019.

Greetings From
Cushendun
- Cushendun
Building
Preservation
Trust
Greetings
From
Cushendun
- Cushendun
Building
Preservation
Trust

Greetings From Cushendun
- Cushendun Building
Preservation Trust
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Greetings From Cushendun - Cushendun Building Preservation Trust

Cushendun Building Preservation Trust investigated the history of Cushendun as a
visitor destination from its first development as a bathing resort in the 19th century.
Using postcards, photographs, hotel visitor books, and oral reminiscences, they painted
a picture of local life and tourism in the village, which was shared through an exhibition
and accompanying booklet.

Launch of Greetings from Cushendun booklet, September 2019.
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Greetings From Cushendun - Cushendun Building Preservation Trust

Panels produced for the Greetings from
Cushendun exhibition, June 2019.
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Greetings From Cushendun - Cushendun Building Preservation Trust

Opening of Greetings from Cushendun exhibition in Cushendun Old Church, July 2019.
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Historic Kilrea - Kilrea Development Committee

Historic Kilrea
- Kilrea Development Committee
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Historic Kilrea - Kilrea Development Committee

Kilrea Development Committee created
a walking tour of Kilrea which includes
the five local churches and other historic
buildings, accompanied by a brochure
giving details for each site.
As part of their project they equipped group
members with the necessary skills to guide
visitors around the sites, and to assist with
genealogical research. Their project will
encourage visitors to come to Kilrea and to
stay in the area longer, therefore bringing
economic benefit to the town.

Launch of Historic Kilrea heritage trail, June 2019.
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The Bann Bridge at Kilrea. Watercolour by Hugh Thomson. Purchased as part of a larger collection with grant aid from
Art Fund, Heritage Lottery Fund and Northern Ireland Museums Council. Courtesy of Coleraine Museum.
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Historic Kilrea - Kilrea Development Committee

Linda Steele, Kilrea Development Committee, who successfully completed
Tour Guide training, conducting a guided tour of Kilrea, June 2019.

Historic Kilrea - Kilrea Development Committee

“The project gave a deeper insight into the history
and lives in the foundation of our town.”
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Lore of the Land - Clanmil Housing Association

Lore of the Land
- Clanmil Housing Association
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Lore of the Land - Clanmil Housing Association

The Lore of the Land regional project, in partnership with Clanmil Housing Association,
engaged with older residents from four housing schemes (Abercorn Court & Mews,
Cramsie Court, Glenshesk Court and Hezlet Court) to stimulate reminiscence and
discussion of local folklore.

Reminiscence session, May 2018.
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Lore of the Land - Clanmil Housing Association

Launch of Lore of the Land book, August 2019.
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Lore of the Land - Clanmil Housing Association

Above: Art workshop to produce book images, January 2019.
Top left: Dungiven Priory visit, June 2018.
Bottom left: Bonamargy Friary visit, June 2018.

Participants took part in loosely themed story-telling and reminiscence workshops, an art workshop, and folklore tours of sites across
the Borough: Bonamargy Friary and Dunluce Castle in Co. Antrim, and Slaghtaverty and Dungiven Priory in Co. Londonderry. The
stories explored through the workshops and tours formed the basis of a book exploring and sharing cultural heritage through the
folklore of Causeway communities. Members of Carey Historical Society, Hervey Heritage Group, and Rathlin Development and
Community Association also contributed material to the Lore of the Land project.
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Memories of Ballintoy and Dunseverick - Ballintoy Archaeological & Historical Society

Memories of Ballintoy
and Dunseverick
- Ballintoy Archaeological
& Historical Society
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By training up their volunteers, Ballintoy Archaeological and Historical Society created
an oral history archive of local people telling their stories about everyday life in the
Ballintoy and Dunseverick area. The group received oral history training and conducted
a range of oral history interviews which were transcribed, producing a valuable
resource for the future.

Left: Old postcard of Ballintoy village, looking towards the Giant’s Causeway.
Above: Old postcard of Ballintoy village, looking towards Carrick-a-Rede Rope Bridge.
Opposite: Templastragh Church, near Ballintoy.
Images courtesy of Ballintoy Archaeological & Historical Society.
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Memories of Ballintoy and Dunseverick - Ballintoy Archaeological & Historical Society

“We benefitted from the specialist training and assistance we received on
how to undertake, document and archive the recordings of local stories
told by local people. This ensured these normally unheard voices were, and
will continue to be, heard and that their valuable everyday experiences are
preserved and accessible to others.”

Memories of Ballintoy and Dunseverick - Ballintoy Archaeological & Historical Society

Community Forum at Lissanoure Castle, June 2019.

Visit to Hillhead Museum, Drogheda, February 2020.
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‘Our History - For Keeps’ - Rathlin Development & Community Association

‘Our History - For Keeps’
- Rathlin Development &
Community Association
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‘Our History - For Keeps’ - Rathlin Development & Community Association

‘Our history – for keeps’ was a training programme developed by Rathlin Development
and Community Association.
Open to all Rathlin residents, the aim of the project was to build capacity amongst
islanders and leave a heritage skills legacy on the island. Including training programmes
on oral histories, genealogy, the exploration of genetic ancestry through DNA, and
an accredited tour guiding programme, the programme focused on the creation of
archives, and their preservation so the knowledge is available for future generations.

Above: ‘Our history - for keeps’ project finale, May 2019.
Top left: Presentation of Tour Guiding certificates, May 2019.
Middle left: Tour Guide training, March 2019.
Bottom left: Tour Guide training, March 2019.
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Tour Guide training, March 2019.

“I enjoyed listening to and
learning from others in the group
and sharing their enthusiasm.”
Visit to PRONI, January 2019.
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‘Our History - For Keeps’ - Rathlin Development & Community Association

“I enjoyed the good facilitation
and access to a wealth of
information, and the community
involvement and inspiration.”

Tour Guide training, April 2019.
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‘Our History - For Keeps’ - Rathlin Development & Community Association

Placenames and Fieldnames of Culfeightrin - Carey Historical Society

Placenames and Fieldnames
of Culfeightrin
- Carey Historical Society
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Placenames and Fieldnames of Culfeightrin - Carey Historical Society

Carey Historical Society developed a fieldnames project for
the parish of Culfeightrin, near Ballycastle. The project was
developed to build on earlier work under the Heart of the Glens
Partnership Scheme, funded by Heritage Lottery Fund and
managed by Causeway Coast and Glens Heritage Trust.

Launch of Placenames and Fieldnames of Culfeightrin book, January 2020.
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Placenames and Fieldnames of Culfeightrin - Carey Historical Society

“Our project, Fieldnames &
Placenames of Culfeightrin, was
an attempt to take a snapshot
in time of the history held in our
local landscape, a gift from this
generation to future generations.
Without participation in Peace
IV we couldn’t have realised the
full potential of our initial idea,
with the training programmes
and opportunity to meet other
like-minded groups affording us
new skills and ideas we would’ve
otherwise missed out on.”

Above: Book launch, January 2020.
Below: Fieldname mapping event, September 2018.
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Placenames and Fieldnames of Culfeightrin - Carey Historical Society

By holding a series of mapping days and interviewing local people, along with extensive
archival research, the group produced a detailed volume recording and publishing the
historic names of the area and their backgrounds. They also mapped the families who
lived in the parish over the years.

Group visit to Ballyverdagh National School at the Ulster Folk Museum, Cultra, October 2019.
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The Earl Bishop Heritage Trail - Hervey Heritage Group

The Earl Bishop Heritage Trail
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The Earl Bishop Heritage Trail - Hervey Heritage Group

Hervey Heritage Group developed a heritage trail identifying sites associated with the
Earl Bishop, Frederick Augustus Hervey. To accompany the trail they produced a brochure
detailing the connection to the Bishop of each of the ten sites along the trail.

Interpretative panel sited at Tamlaghtfinlagan Parish Church, Ballykelly, May 2019.
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The Earl Bishop Heritage Trail - Hervey Heritage Group

Launch of The Earl Bishop Trail, June 2019.

The group developed two interpretive information panels which were installed at Tamlaghtfinlagan Parish Church, Ballykelly, and
St Aidan’s Church, Magilligan. Their research has provided an opportunity for people, locals and visitors alike, to learn about this
colourful eighteenth-century character.
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The Earl Bishop Heritage Trail - Hervey Heritage Group

Interpretative panels, developed by Hervey Heritage
Group, sited at St Aidan’s Church, Magilligan, and
Tamlaghtfinlagan Parish Church, Ballykelly.
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The History of Ballymoney Royal British Legion – RBL Ballymoney Branch

The History of Ballymoney
Royal British Legion
– RBL Ballymoney Branch
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The History of Ballymoney Royal British Legion – RBL Ballymoney Branch

The Royal British Legion, Ballymoney Branch, developed a history of their
branch, since its formation in 1923, through the stories of its people and the
site to produce a book. The project explores how the Royal British Legion
has supported ex-Service personnel and their families locally, and provides
visitors and other readers with an insight into the history of that interaction
and support.

Book launch, September 2019.
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John Pinkerton, President of Ballymony Branch,
September 2019.

Ballymoney Branch Standard laid up in First
Ballymoney Presbyterian Church.

Dipping the Standard demonstration.
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The History of Ballymoney Royal British Legion – RBL Ballymoney Branch

“The work done in the research of the book
and the history that it has unearthed will
stand well in the life of the branch for years to
come and a great asset to pass on.”

The History of Ballymoney Royal British Legion – RBL Ballymoney Branch

World War Two commemorative window in First Ballymoney Presbyterian Church.

A presentation sharing the history of the branch was also developed for use with local schools and other community organisations.
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A Celebration of our History & Heritage – Dromboughil Community Association

Dromboughil Community
Association: A Celebration
of our History & Heritage
– Dromboughil Community
Association
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A Celebration of our History & Heritage – Dromboughil Community Association

Dromboughil Community Association explored the heritage of the local area by
engaging with the local community to record oral stories – including memories from some
of the local schools in the area which are now closed – and archive old photographs.
They shared their work by producing a book to mark the 20th anniversary of the
formation of the Community Association. They also held a community event at which
the photographs and local historical artefacts were displayed.

Book launch in Dromboughil Community Centre, September 2019.
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From left: Book launch, September 2019. Oral History training, April 2018. Schools Day, June 2019.
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A Celebration of our History & Heritage – Dromboughil Community Association

Rallagh National School, 1918. Image courtesy of M Buchanan.

“…It’s been amazing how these
old photographs have elicited
vivid memories and we have been
gratified by the responses to our
publication from near and far.
Already one of the senior residents
of the area whom we interviewed
has passed away, and we feel proud
to have recorded these memories
for future generations.”

A Celebration of our History & Heritage – Dromboughil Community Association

Schools Day at Dromboughil, June 2019.
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Painting of “old Dromboughil School” by K Canning.
Image courtesy of Dromboughil Community Association.

The Story of 1718 – Coleraine Ulster Scots Regeneration Group

The Story of 1718
– Coleraine Ulster Scots
Regeneration Group
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The Story of 1718 – Coleraine Ulster Scots Regeneration Group

Coleraine Ulster Scots Regeneration Group explored the story of the 1718 migration,
principally of people from the Bann Valley, to northeast America.

By setting out to investigate who the migrants were, why they went, where they went and the contribution they made in the New
World, they produced a heritage trail of sites connected to 1718.
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The Story of 1718 – Coleraine Ulster Scots Regeneration Group

Above: Launch of 1718 Heritage Trail, May 2018.
Top left: Launch of The 1718 Story booklet at Ulster University
Coleraine, June 2019.
Bottom left: Schools art workshop with Interactive Media
students at Ulster University Coleraine.
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The Story of 1718 – Coleraine Ulster Scots Regeneration Group

“Participating in Understanding Our Area not only gave our group new
skills but also greatly boosted the confidence of group members. The
completion of the project also meant that the group felt that it had
contributed to the rich history of our area through the medium of the
project and it is further hoped others may be inspired to delve into the
history of the area.”

Working with two local primary schools, Ballyhackett and Bellarena, and the Media School of Ulster University Coleraine, they also
produced a school resource, The Story of 1718 - A Journey to America..
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We Count Too! – Roe Valley Ancestral Researchers

We Count Too!
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We Count Too! – Roe Valley Ancestral Researchers

Roe Valley Ancestral Researchers produced a book highlighting the often-overlooked contribution of women during World War
One by sharing the contribution of some local women.
Their book We Count Too! also gives an insight into some of the key influencers of the development of nursing. The group were keen
to be able to provide a toolkit to support their own members and other groups undertaking research into World War One nurses.

Launch of We Count Too! book at RVACC, February 2020.
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We Count Too! – Roe Valley Ancestral Researchers

Above: Book launch, February 2020.
Below: Molly’s Story event in RVACC, May 2018.
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We Count Too! – Roe Valley Ancestral Researchers

St John Ambulance Brigade helmet at Museum
of St John, Clerkenwell, London.

Roe Valley Ancestral Researchers group members at the opening of 1918 Local Voices exhibition,
Ballymoney Museum, November 2018.

“…Everyone was a ‘Researcher’ but gained greatly in knowledge
from the expertise of Museum Services in copyright law, design and
publication editing - all of which just might give us the courage to keep
on publishing.”
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Unearth Dervock – Dervock & District Community Association

Unearth Dervock
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Unearth Dervock – Dervock & District Community Association

Dervock & District Community Association developed a heritage trail taking in key
sites in the story of the village.

Launch of Unearth Dervock Heritage Trail, August 2019.
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The Parish of Derrykeighan book launch, February 2020.
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Unearth Dervock – Dervock & District Community Association

The group also produced a book detailing the townland names in the
parish of Derrykeighan and collating family names connected with the
area over the years. Their book, which brings names connected to
the area from a variety of sources together, will prove a useful tool for
anyone connected to or interested in the parish.

The Parish of Derrykeighan book launch, February 2020.
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Unearth Dervock – Dervock & District Community Association

Decade of Anniversaries Regional Project

Decade of Anniversaries
Regional Project
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Decade of Anniversaries Regional Project

The Decade of Anniversaries regional project built on the
legacy of previous projects delivered by Causeway Museum
Services (now Council’s Museum Services) including PEACE III
On the Brink 1912-13, followed by the HLF funded On the Brink
programme 1914 – 1916, delivered in partnership with Mid Antrim
Museums Service.
During the PEACE IV Understanding Our Area programme
2017 – 2020 a number of elements were delivered to support
understanding of local connections with key and, at times,
contentious events that occurred 100 years ago.

Launch of 1918 Local Voices exhibition at Ballymoney Museum, November 2018.
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z There were two performances of
Meeke & the Major, a play telling the
World War One story of Private John
Meeke and Major Willie Redmond, in
Portstewart on the 10th November
2018 and in Cushendall on the 16th
November 2018. The performances
allowed people to reflect on this
period of shared history, encouraging
and developing mutual understanding.

Decade of Anniversaries Regional Project

z The 1918: Local Voices exhibition
opened in Ballymoney Museum in
November 2018 and allowed visitors
to explore the effects of the end of
World War One across the Causeway
Coast and Glens area. This exhibition
then toured to Coleraine and
Limavady.

Military Medal presented to Sister Molly McGinnis.
Image by kind permission of R Henderson.

z The Search for Molly: An Irishwoman in the Great War, tells the story of Molly
McGinnis, a St John Ambulance nurse from Legahoire, near Ballykelly. Sister
McGinnis was awarded the Military Medal for her actions when the St John
Ambulance Brigade Hospital in Etaples was bombed on the night of 31st May 1918.
z A visit to The Troubles and Beyond exhibition in the Ulster Museum allowed
participants to view works produced by local people as part of Stitching and
Unstitching the Troubles under the Peace III Cultural Fusions project in 2011-2013.

Sister Molly McGinnis wearing her Military Medal,
1919. Image courtesy of R Henderson.

z 75th Anniversary of Victory in Europe Day exhibition considered local events as the
news of peace was celebrated across the Causeway area.
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Decade of Anniversaries Regional Project

Visit to The Troubles and Beyond exhibition at the Ulster Museum, February 2019.

Mrs McCausland, holding a copy of the Irish Daily Telegraph, carrying
the headlines “Germany Surrenders Unconditionally”, May 1945.
Courtesy of Ballymoney Museum.
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Decade of Anniversaries Regional Project

z Partition in Ireland/Partition of Ulster exhibition and booklet explores local events and
local connections to pivotal events that led to the formation of Northern Ireland and
the Republic of Ireland. The material draws on key figures from the Causeway area
who shaped events in London, Belfast and Dublin, along with extensive newspaper
reporting on local events responding to wider conflicts occurring across Ireland at
this time. All content is available online and the planned touring programme will be
rescheduled for 2021.
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Dance Halls Regional Project

The dancehalls exhibition seeks to remember these once popular establishments through the Bobby Platt Collection. Bobby
organised showband performances during the 1950s and 60s at venues in Coleraine, Portstewart and Limavady. Photographs from

Fred Hanna Band at the Strand Ballroom, July 1963.
Image courtesy of Coleraine Chronicle.

Bobby Platt with Roy Orbison, July 1965.
Image courtesy of Coleraine Chronicle.
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Dance Halls Regional Project

As part of a review in Autumn 2018 it was clear that 24 groups had engaged with and benefitted from the PEACE IV Understanding
Our Area programme. An opportunity arose, through access to a substantial private collection and discussion within the Community
Planning Subgroup for Arts and Culture, to develop an intergenerational and cross-community programme for the history of Dance
Halls in the Causeway area. An initial research project into the collection was completed by Museum Services and a subsequent
three phase community engagement programme commenced in late 2019, engaging a further six groups as well as existing groups.
The impact of COVID-19 lockdown resulted in the cancelling of the final phase of the community engagement programme.

Dance Halls Regional Project

Left: The Plattermen at Quay Road Hall, Ballycastle, February 1966.
Image courtesy of Coleraine Chronicle.
Above: Postcard showing the Arcadia Ballroom, Portrush.
Courtesy of Coleraine Museum.

the Chronicle and Constitution archives feature along with local memories of the dancehalls which have been recorded.
The exhibition will feature online at www.niarchive.org and the planned touring exhibition will be rescheduled for 2021.
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Dance Halls Regional Project
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Dance Halls Regional Project

Panels produced for Dance Halls exhibition.
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Digital Platform

Digital Platform
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Digital Platform

The Understanding Our Area
programme required a digital
platform to allow groups and
Museum Services to host
and share resources and
document projects in their
various stages. With this aim,
the existing Northern Ireland
Community Archive (www.
niarchive.org) was enhanced,
with a dedicated area created
to provide an overview of
the Understanding Our Area
programme (www.niarchive.
org/trails/peaceiv). Project
participants were then trained
in how to use the website and
given their own linked identity
within it for groups to use to
document current and future
projects.

“The project [Understanding Our Area] was a
fantastic learning experience.”
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Digital Platform
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Heritage Audit

Heritage Audit
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Heritage Audit

Many of our community groups and other
public sector organisations, including
those not participating in the PEACE IV
programme, have developed heritage
trails, operate heritage centres and have
trained up local people as visitor guides.
Groups, partnerships such as Causeway
Coast and Glens Heritage Trust and local
public authorities have also produced
a number of publications that are only
available locally and not widely available
to researchers and visitors. In order to
create a comprehensive accessible list
of these resources, Museum Services
commissioned Abarta Heritage to
conduct a community heritage audit
which included a detailed report and
online mapping (https://niarchive.org/
projectitems/causeway-coast-and-glenslocal-heritage-audit/).
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Connecting Themes
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Connecting Themes

Connections
Stories

As part of the evaluation process groups
worked with artists to develop a graphic
representation of their project. There
were recurring themes across all of the
group projects.
z
z
z
z
z
z

Connections
Stories
Journeys
Places
Remembering
Aspirations
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Connecting Themes

Journeys
Remembering

Aspirations

Places
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Community Forum

Community Forum

The meetings of the Community Forum were highly valued by the groups
as opportunities to network and establish new links, share best practice,
ideas and knowledge.

Community Forum visit to Cavan County Museum, April 2018.
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Community Forum

21 April 2018 – Trip to Cavan County
Museum and its World War One Trench
Experience exhibition with 32 participants.
Groups shared their ambitions for their
projects during a focus session.

21 June 2018 – Follow-up session in Ballymoney Town Hall.
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Community Forum

13 October 2018 – Second full meeting of forum held in Roe Park
Hotel, Limavady. Groups delivered a short presentation on their
project detailing progress and learning to date.

30 March 2019 – At a meeting in the Manor Hotel, Kilrea, Abarta
Heritage delivered a presentation on the PEACE IV Community
Heritage Audit being undertaken. An update on the redesign
of the Northern Ireland Community Archive website and the
benefits for groups was delivered by Museum Services.
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Community Forum
22 June 2019 – Held in Lissanoure Castle, Loughguile, this meeting was dedicated to
evaluation of the Understanding Our Area programme. Evaluation took two forms:
z an oral evaluation session facilitated by Jamie Curran, CIAR.
z an artist facilitated session to enable groups to develop a graphic response
to their projects.
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Community Forum

22 February 2020 - The final meeting of the Community Forum under the PEACE IV
Understanding Our Area programme saw 24 group representatives travel to Drogheda
to visit the community run Millmount Museum. The visit included a guided tour of the
museum and Martello Tower, and a presentation by the Old Drogheda Society who
manage the museum.

Community Forum

After each visit groups were asked to complete evaluation forms.
The value of the Community Forum came across strongly in the end of programme evaluation. Participants said that in addition to
offering opportunities for networking and creating new relationships, it allowed for the sharing of best practice, knowledge and ideas.
Group members felt its potential should be developed for future benefit including giving groups a ‘voice’ for heritage at grass roots level.

Do you feel the Community Forum is
useful to your group?

Did you find the opportunity to network with
other groups useful?

1

2
2

3
3

4
4

Respondents were asked to rate the level of their agreement with the statements on a scale
of 1 (lowest) to 4 (highest)
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Training Sessions

Training Sessions
“Copyright issues are a lot more
difficult than we thought.”
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Training Sessions

Introduction to Museum Services Collections and Resources
All groups were given the opportunity to explore the Museum Services’ collection stores
and learn about the resources available. Most of those attending rated their knowledge
about the collections and resources as low or quite low, but by the end of the evening
everyone had a much better awareness, and many felt the new knowledge would be of
benefit to their group.

Visit to the Public Record Office for
Northern Ireland (PRONI), Belfast
This was the first visit to PRONI for many of the participants and most of them had little
or no prior knowledge about using the records available. Everyone came away feeling a
lot more confident with some group members planning a follow-up visit.

Oral History Recording
All groups were offered the opportunity to avail of basic training in oral history recording
at a session delivered by Museum Services in Ballymoney Town Hall. Digital recorders
were made available to loan, and instruction was given in their use. The training was
attended by representatives of Ballylough Living History Trust, Dervock & District
Community Association, Mountsandel Discovery and Heritage Group, and Rasharkin
Community Association. The same session was later delivered to Dromboughil
Community Association to enable the group to conduct interviews with local people as
part of their project.
Bespoke in-depth oral history recording courses were also delivered to members of
Ballintoy Archaeological & Historical Society and Coleraine Ulster Scots Regeneration
Group by Jonathan Hamill, and to participants of the Rathlin Development & Community
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Above: Introduction to MS Collections and
Resources, April 2018.
Below: Visit to PRONI, June 2018.

Training Sessions

Association by Prof. Arthur McIvor and Purple TV, to provide them with the necessary
skills to undertake oral history recording projects with confidence, and upskill
volunteers for future heritage projects.

Copyright Basics
Museum Services made copyright training available to all participating groups as
multiple groups had raised concerns about how to approach issues of copyright early
in the programme. Most of the participants who attended the training delivered by
Robert Heslip had little prior knowledge of copyright issues. After the session, all rated
their understanding much higher and felt it was very valuable to their group, particularly
appreciating the ‘lived examples’ used to illustrate the session.

Tour Guide Training
Tour guide training was part of the project plan for two groups - Kilrea Development
Committee and Rathlin Development & Community Association. Further training was
made available to members of all other groups participating in the Understanding Our
Area programme and delivered between Coleraine and Dungiven.

Above: Presentation of Tour Guiding
certificate to Stephanie Hilditch,
Glenshane Care Association, July 2019.
Below: Tour Guide training, January 2019.

Participants undertook an accredited OCN NI Level 2 Award in Tour Guiding, delivered
by Travel & Tourism Associates. All participants rated the course highly in all areas
covered – General Tourism Overview; Presenting a Commentary; Practical/Leading a
Group; H&S on Tours; Practical delivery & Feedback.

Genealogy Training
Genealogy training was built into the project plan for three groups, Kilrea Development
Committee, Rathlin Development & Community Association and Ballylough Living
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Training Sessions

History Trust. Three bespoke workshops were delivered by Dr William Roulston of the
Ulster Historical Foundation to each group, followed by a facilitated visit to PRONI.
Everyone rated the training highly and felt it was of great value to their group.

Principles of Design
Members of Hervey Heritage Group attended a workshop delivered by G2 Design to
raise their awareness of design considerations as part of their project. Everyone agreed
their understanding of the design process was much higher after the workshop and the
new knowledge gave the group the necessary skills to progress work on the installation
of additional interpretative panels on their heritage trail.

Heritage Craft Workshops

Above: Tour Guide training, January 2019.
Below: DNA workshop, February 2019.

Members of the RNIB Accessible Heritage project attended a series of pottery
workshops delivered by Adam Frew, and willow basketry workshops delivered by
Sabine Wolniczak as part of their project. While some of the participants found aspects
of the workshops quite challenging, especially the basketry, everyone enjoyed them
and learned something new about traditional crafts.

DNA
All groups were offered the opportunity to take part in a series of workshops exploring
the question of ‘who do we think we are?’ by looking at genetic ancestry. A total of
forty participants from across the Understanding our Area programme volunteered
to provide DNA samples for testing, providing a snapshot of genetic background the
population of the Causeway Coast and Glens area.
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Training Sessions

NI Archive training
Training sessions on the use of the Northern Ireland Community Archive website
were open to all groups. Members of Coleraine Ulster Scots Regeneration Group,
Dromboughil Community Association, Hervey Heritage Group, Mountsandel Discovery
and Heritage Group, Portrush Heritage Group and the Roe Valley Ancestral Researchers
participated in training and received login details to enable their groups to contribute
directly to the website and manage their own archives.
Rasharkin Community Association and Coleraine Rugby Club also availed of training
provided under the Understanding Our Area programme.

Above: Visit to PRONI, June 2018.
Left: Presentation of Tour Guiding certificates to
Kilrea Development Committee, June 2019.
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Evaluation

Two groups, Glenshane Care Association and Mountsandel Discovery & Heritage Group,
took part in a mid-project impact evaluation commissioned by SEUPB. Consultation was
undertaken with group representatives and it was concluded that the Understanding
Our Area programme was having a positive impact on peace and reconciliation in
Causeway Coast and Glens area by enabling communities to engage and interact on a
cross community basis with local history, heritage and culture.

Programme Evaluation
The Community Forum in June 2019 at Lissanoure Castle, Loughguile, was dedicated to
project evaluation. Evaluation comprised two strands – 1. Group members worked with
an artist to produce an illustration representative of the group project; 2. Oral evaluation
session with Jamie Curran of CIAR.
Four follow-up oral evaluation sessions with Jamie were held – three for community
groups, to allow group members who had been unable to attend the Community
Forum to contribute, thereby capturing a wider range of feedback, and one for Peace
IV and Museum Services’ staff. The staff session was held in Ballymoney Town Hall
on 4th September and the three community sessions were held on 4th September in
Ballymoney Town Hall, 11th September in Sheskburn House, Ballycastle, and the final
session was held in Glor, Dungiven, on 2nd October. Discussion at the community
evaluation sessions covered five broad topics:
z Lessons learned
z What had been done well
Evaluation session at Lissanoure Castle, June 2019.

z What could have been done better
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Evaluation

SEUPB Mid-Project Impact Evaluation

“It truly was a learning experience
regarding project management.”

“The project helped to build self confidence
amongst group members.”

Evaluation

z Ways forward

Cross-Community Hours

z Which groups have helped you and which have you helped.
The staff evaluation session differed slightly, focussing on four key points:
z What had been done well
z What could have been done better
z Group working
z Ways forward and next steps.
Overall groups found participation in the Understanding Our Area programme a positive
and enjoyable experience, with the opportunities offered benefitting groups in various
ways such as confidence and skills development. There was a recognition by groups
that some projects were overly ambitious within the available timeframe, however,
completion of projects left groups with great pride in high quality, professional outputs.

over
80hrs
11%

up to
30hrs
17%

51-80hrs
22%
31-50hrs
50%

Group commitment to 26 hours cross-community engagement was far exceeded by
many of the groups and new relationships were formed across the borough over the
course of the programme.

“Showcase events assisted by CMS staff were fantastic, rewarding and
receiving positive feedback from others was very motivational.”
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Lessons Learned

Lessons Learned
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Lessons Learned

“Things always take
longer than expected.”

“Good to be
adaptable.”

Some of the lessons learned included:
Assessment of group capacity – self assessment of group capacity was
overestimated at times.
Skilling up volunteers with the necessary skills – skill gaps need identified early and
a programme of training implemented to equip volunteers with the skills to deliver their
project. A suggestion was made that training should be compulsory before and during
projects.
Over dependence on key people within groups – project plans need to ensure there
are enough people with the necessary knowledge and skills to carry forward projects.
Timeframe allowed for project delivery – this needs to be long enough to allow groups
to understand their commitments, equip members with the necessary skills and allow
the necessary time for all elements of projects including approvals required.

“Capacity of group
was seriously
underestimated at
the beginning by
ourselves.”
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Peer support – early opportunities for groups to meet and share learning
and resources. A suggestion was put forward that groups could be ‘twinned’.
The participating groups are now in a position to act as mentors to other groups wishing
to do similar projects.
Good practice training - all terms of reference issued to consultants to include
provision of a training session to community groups on good practice in their service
area.

Next Steps

Next Steps
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Next Steps

Keeping in Contact
The enthusiasm within the community for local history and heritage,
and the desire to share it with others, has been demonstrated
throughout the Understanding Our Area programme. Participating
groups have clearly shown they are keen to avail of support which
will allow them to continue engaging with each other, the wider
public and visitors to the area.

Community Forum
Community Forum meeting, Roe Park Hotel, Limavady, October 2018.

The groups and Museum Services were keen to see this continue
beyond the life of the Peace IV Understanding Our Area
programme. The COVID-19 pandemic and ensuing lockdown
meant postponing further meetings. The Museum Services Annual
Business Plan now includes Community Forum support and
meetings as a target.

Work with Community Forum

Tour Guide training, February 2019.

“Enthusiasm gained for things
we wouldn’t ordinarily have been
interested in.”
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A need has been identified to work with members of the
Community Forum to draw up guidance for groups and staff on
health and safety, copyright and acknowledging sources, access
and project planning.

Ongoing Advice and Support
Museum Services can continue to provide advice, equipment and
training to groups as they progress.

New Projects

As the impact of COVID-19 deepened the final phase had to be
adapted. To support vulnerable and isolated citizens and raise
awareness of how much participating groups have achieved,
Museum Services have begun to distribute History Book Bags
brimming with all our publications.

Where funding and opportunities arise Museum Services will
continue to work with groups and organisations on exploring
and sharing the unique heritage of the Causeway Coast and
Glens area.

PRONI visit, June 2018.
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Next Steps

History Book Bags

This project has been supported by the European Union’s PEACE IV Programme,
managed by the Special EU Programmes Body (SEUPB).

